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Widening Access to PRS Subjects through Mind Mapping

Gary Bunt

The traditional lecture is alive and moderately healthy in PRS subjects, presented in a format that would be familiar to 
several previous generations of students. There may be the occasional overhead projection, and use of multimedia, 
but in many cases a lecture still involves the traditional delivery of the lecturer's knowledge and thoughts to 
assembled students, who may feel inclined to take notes of some or all of the content. This may resemble a dictation 
exercise, and it would be interesting to compare the type of notes taken by a cross-section of students in the same 
lecture.

Occasionally, when a lecturer works directly from a script that is read out without embellishment or spontaneity, it 
may be felt that better use of lecture time would have been in simply photocopying the 'speech' and providing each 
student with a copy! There is no doubt that the quality of materials that the student assembles from a lecture can 
have a direct bearing on subsequent course work and examination results. Handouts clarifying terminology and key 
concepts provided by the lecturer may add to the clarity of a subject, especially when interaction time with individual 
students is limited or non-existent. A recent development has been the delivery of PowerPoint notes, printed from the 
graphics used within a presentation, highlighting key terms and concepts, and allowing students to annotate them 
with personal thoughts and comments.

The presentation of complex PRS material, often highly theoretical and containing detailed terminology and quotes, 
requires a special set of skills on the part of students seeking to record the knowledge they receive. Institutions rarely 
provide training in note taking. Students may be unable or unwilling to create a complete transcript of a lecture. Given 
the delivery speeds of some lecturers, this would challenge even the greatest exponents of shorthand. Particular 
difficulties emerge when a student has an additional barrier to learning, such as hearing impairment, visual 
impairment, or dyslexia - in which an individual solution to the note taking issue may be required.1

One method, that may assist some PRS students, is the utilisation of mind maps as memory aids. This method is 
often taught on Access courses, and can appeal to individuals with a 'visual memory'. The use of colours, drawings, 
and lateral connections between subjects makes this system particularly useful in PRS disciplines. It was popularised 
by Tony Buzan, whose work on note making, fast writing and efficient reading in relation to memory led to best-
selling books such as Make the Most of Your Mind.2 Dyslexic students, in particular, have benefited from this visual 
framework of recording and remembering information. It is useful for self-study, and as such is a tool that can be 
applied in widening participation in education. Student support officers in Higher Education institutions may offer 
mind map tuition for dyslexic students.

Information technology allows the concept of mind maps to be extended, and this has uses both for students and 
lecturers. For example, Mindjet have produced two products that facilitate mind mapping using a computer. The first 
of these is eMindMaps, which was recently available as a full, free product on a CD-Rom from Computer Shopper 
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magazine.3 Tony Buzan endorses this product. It requires 5 Megabytes (MB) of disk space on a computer and an 
Internet browser for accessing help files. The interface is easy to use, and the product contains a basic tutorial that 
will get users creating mind maps very quickly. Options allow diverse fonts, colour schemes, and graphics. Whilst 
some word processing and desktop publishing packages would also facilitate aspects of the eMindMaps package, its 
beauty lies in the ease of creating, editing and manipulating the branches of the map. Each branch can be annotated. 
The graphics are somewhat basic and generally inappropriate for academic presentations, but personal image files 
could be imported for use with this package.

In terms of note taking, eMindMaps is one method for students to create memory aids from lecture materials. I have 
recently observed the phenomenon of students bringing portable computers into class to type notes in lectures; 
theoretically, they could now use this software to make instant mind maps. Through eMindMaps, lecturers might wish 
to provide mind maps of their lectures to students. These could be produced as OHPs and printed versions. They 
could also be offered as downloadable files on a website, so that students with the same software could produce 
their own personalised edited versions of notes.

To take this concept one stage further, Mindjet also produce MindManager 4 Business Edition. 4 It requires 12 MB 
disk space, and an additional 20 MB for symbols. This works in a similar way to eMindMaps, and is a helpful visual 
tool on a number of levels. PRS practitioners might find it useful in constructing elaborate papers, as it represents an 
excellent organisational structure for notes and 'inter-connected thoughts'. It can also be applied to exchange 
information between colleagues. MindManager's principal advantage is that mind maps can be integrated into 
conventional word processor files, presentation packages, and web pages. Mind maps can be hyperlinked to other 
maps or pages of content. The interface is clear, and the tutorial straightforward, although its window obscured the 
main section of the programme. Importing external symbols would probably be useful here, as the symbols provided 
are again somewhat basic.

PRS lecturers regularly using computer projection equipment linked to the Internet might find this an important 
adjunct to their presentations, offering a stimulating approach to complex materials. Handouts could be based on 
these mind maps, and students accessing the related web page would be able to access source material at leisure in 
an easy-to-digest format (a MindMaps viewer is available for those lacking the relevant software). As well as 
conventional lectures, potential applications include integration into PRS courses designed for open and distance 
learning. On-line courses might also utilise web mind maps. This technology is a means to disseminate complex 
information, and facilitates improved notes and resources for students (factors which are relevant within quality 
assessment).

Whilst these products are not necessarily going to change the time-bound format of lectures in universities, they are 
important in offering creative options for PRS practitioners to develop visual aids in order to impart knowledge. Not 
every PRS subject area necessarily lends itself to a single mind map, although it does make for an interesting 
challenge to reduce courses to this format. Through presenting and imparting basic information more efficiently, 
however, it allows students and lecturers to progress more rapidly to the complex (and frequently more absorbing) 
content of a course. The highly visual nature of presentation facilitates access to subjects for a wider group, 
especially those who have difficulties in producing efficient notes.

Readers wishing to discuss any aspect of this article are welcome to e-mail Gary Bunt
. Information on initiatives on note taking would be welcomed. Do you find mind-mapping useful when 
delivering lectures? What are the responses of students? It is proposed to initiate a wider discussion on 
related topics via the PRS Subject Centre in the future.

Notes

1. See Gary Bunt, 'Widening Access in PRS for the Visually Impaired', 'Widening Access in PRS for Deaf and 
Hearing-Impaired Students', 'Widening Dyslexic Access in PRS', PRS Subject Centre

2. Tony Buzan, Make the Most of Your Mind, (London: Colt Books, 1977, 1988). For an example of a drawn Buzan 
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mind map, see the Mind Map site, www.iMindMap.com

3. eMindMaps, Computer Shopper, Issue 156, February 2001. A trial download of the eMindMaps software is 
available at http://www.mindjet.com/. The eMindMaps software costs Â£19.90 (through UK Mindmanager 
Infocentre, http://www.murge.com).

4. This is also available through UK Mindmanager Infocentre, at a cost of Â£104.30. Site licence prices vary. UK 
Mindmanager Infocentre also offers a trial download of this product. The cheaper Standard Edition (Â£73.40) lacks 
presentation export facilities (to PowerPoint or similar) and is not assessed here.
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